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REMASCULATE, v.: to regain one's masculinity after engaging in a less-than-masculine activity. Example: "My girlfriend dragged me to The Notebook. I had to remasculate by watching all four Die Hards." (Urban Dictionary)

SYNCHROSPREAD, n.: "the condition in which every clock in your house displays a slightly different time." (From Jonathan Caws-Elwitt, home.epix.net/~hce/neologisms.html)

KEY MACARENA, n.: "sequentially patting all your pockets in search of your keys." (dangerouslogic.com)

DASHO, n.: "the area between a car's windshield and dashboard, where coins, pencils, etc. cannot be humanly retrieved." (Sniglets)

JITTERATI, n.: "what the digital generation becomes after drinking too much coffee. See also, cappuccino cowboy and generation d." (netlingo.com)

TEXAS BULL'S EYE, n.: "when one shoots a number of rounds at the side of a barn and then draws a target over the tightest grouping." (doubletongued.org)

http://www.thestar.com/sciencetech/article/252356